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. -Human behavior can be characterized from
many vantage points. Three'potentially fruitful perspectives for the scientific

evelopment of human
communication theory are those of Laws, systems and ru es. While each of

k.these,serspectives are potentially capable of illuminating 4e- human commu-
hicatibh process,,it -will be my purpose in this

paper to indicate 'the fruit-
fulness of the rules perspective. The paper has twee parts. First, we will
briefly examine the tocus'of each.of our three 'perspectives

in order to indi-cate their potential
similarities and differences. Second, we will, review.

. the, previous development of the rules -perspective and its application to thearea -of interpetson'alcommunication-.
Finally, we will ()Aline a rules theoryof interpersonal

communication which.follows trim our previous analysis.
'Prior to entering into the main body of our analysis we are in need of a

4,1

N.
woricing Aefinitioil of human communication theory. For the purposes of this
analysii human communication will be viewed as the successful transfer gesym-
belie information-from one Person to another.1 The.term theory will refer to aset of propositions

which yield warranted
expectations about observable phe-nomena. Thewerranb for such- expectations is to be evaluate in terms of thetheories power for elranation, prediction and control,

Similarities and Differences in Focus of the three Perspectives
Any attempt to comprehensively survey the laws, systems and rules per-

spective 'in a, single paper is doomed to- failure from the outs4 Time and
.space dictate a more modest goal. While it is not possible to be comprehen-sive in our survey,we will attempt to indicate the diversity and cemmonal-
ities-of-points of view-in-each-perspective and the similarities

and'dIffer=."ehces in focils between the three- perspectives.
Laws Perspective

Staunch advocates of the laws perspective in the behavioral sciences have
been diminishingin'numbers over- the past ten years. 'One reason for this de-cline in support has been the failure

of_sociai scientists to locate regular-
ities w;.ich have the same degree `of generality, necessity and-strong empirical
support as the lawful-regularities

discovered in the natural sciences. Thefailure to.locate
Such-regularities has led many behavioral scientists to clues--tiop the 4plicability.of the laws perspective to human behavior. Methodological'

3
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(1 -2-
monism has given way to methodological plurafism. 3

,

Few philosophers-, theorists or Methodologists of Science have.examined

_actual scientific laws in order to determine what characteristics, if,any
they share. One exception to this generalizatiOn

is PeterAchinstein's work
Laws and Explanation.4 The author begins by warning us that "one-ambiguity in
the use of the term law should be-noted at the outset. The term is used to re-
fer both 'to a propostottion'and Co a fact aich that proposition clesvibes".

5

Thii Confusion is further compliCated by three separate conceptions of the rela-
tionship between a proposition and the fact which a proposition. describes.

First', we have the lbgical positivist position. According to this view,
Maws enunciate the uniform concomitante 'of phenomena. The prototype instance.,
of which is either a universal- idptication (all.A are B) or a problematic cor-
relation. The phenomena Connected by a law should be logically. independent.

.)e
This sugge.sis tha the-truth-value of raW is not a matter of logical nec-
essity, but contigent upon the testimony of experience. Since a Tawas -claimf d
to truth transcends the experience of any given instance, laws-are in prigci-

-

pie never completely verified.
6

'Second, we have the conventionalists position. According ,to this concep-

. tion, scientific laWS are analytic statements and as such- Are immuneto refuta7!

'tion by experiencP.Agreement with, the law-is the standard:wheret7y individual

eases are classified as falling -or not
.N

falling unfer the generic phenomena con-.
nected by the law. AllA are I3, so if a thing purported to be an A is found

not to be.B, then it is not really an A after =all. Such standards for judging
things are man made agreements or-conventions adapted in the process of concept
fcirmati

N
on:

7

Third, we have the natural necessity _position. *cording to this approach,
Scientific laws are descriptions of the operation of pOWerful.particblars. The
two forms of such operations are by a generative.mechanisM,i, and the manifesta-

tion of the powers of a fundamental field. The powers of a generativemechan-
.

ism or a fundamental field overate to produce the empirical basis for hypotheses
.

as to the relationship between coexisting properties or successiye events or
These properties, events or state's are naturallynecessa0 when .they

-t,..,.are demonstrated to be-fn fact the product of the powers of a generative mechan-
ism or a fundamental field...8

The first conception of law gives prominence to the uniform concomitance

of nature, the second to the logical properties of a proposition and the third'

OtsnillVe.r.M.11.4.4.44.i.1.4..4 an .4
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to the natural necessity of a generative mechanism or a fundamental field.

Achinstein Is able to cite examples of laws which conform to each of these con-
s.

ceptions'of law.
9

Amidst diversity, Achinstein also finds commonality. Any

statement which is to qualify as a law must also manifest certain logical and em-

pirical characteristics.

First, a law must specify a logical and empirical relationship which Is

general:. Logical generality is achieved by indicating that (a all ar none of

the instances :61 a category exhibit the regularityand (b) that,. the, categories

involved are fundamentalin atheory. Empiricalgenerality is'achieved by in-

dicating that (a) the variables are not spatially-temporally bound and .05 othat

the regularity holdsfor every particular instance of the variable teSted.
10 ,

Second, a law must specify a logical and empirical reFaEianshipwhich ts

necessary. The 'hecesiity we attribute to a law is logically necessary in virtue_

of that fact (a) that together with a statement about particular items it en-..

tails certain types of'counterfactuals, (b) that the law expresses an,analytic

truth. A law is empirically. necessary in virtue of that fact (a) that it

specifies the direction, shape and strength of a relationship between observable

phenOmena and.(b) that the-previoUs relationship isproduced by a powerful parti-

cular.
11

From this perspective the orderly developmenrof huMan communication theory

would. proceed by attempting to locate lawful regularities and then employ such

regularities as warrants for developing expectations regarding observable phe-

nomena. If invention is viewed as the procedures involved in discovering. regu-

larities and judgment the procedures involved in certifying regularities, then
k

it is obvious that a law'S perspective allows considerable freedom of invention

while employing rather fixed criteria for judgment. Invention may,proceed by in-

deducrioni-analogy,_retroduction-or any-other-means. Judgment is govern-

ed by a rigorous set of logical and empirical requirements. While research in

the behaViorar sciences has yet to reveal such regularities,.powerful theories

that facilitate explanation, prediction and control have been developed in the-

natural sciences utilizing the laws perspective.

_Systems Perspective

Systems is a perspective which has produced more staunch advocates than,

theoretic empirical research. One Reason for this imbalance is suggested by

Dr; Edgan Tash'djin writing in the, Behavioral Scientist:

t A system is often defined as a whole com-
posed of parts whicH influence each other.I-

+.414.-41.11-40,1,14:1144.144,-,, try* ,,,:sk:g1 '2441 . A. . -is %}t- ice 0.44144
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This definition is all-embracing as fo be
completely meaningless; everything. would be
a system. -1From the cosmos to'the solar sys-

.

,-ntem down to an atom. If the systems conceptis-to have meaning it must he more" specificthan merely a synonym for relatdness.l2
At least two attempts to provide a more specific focus

are apparent inthe systems literature. First, there are the attempts by general systems .4analysts who argue that the systems approach provides a speculative philoso-phy. This group argues that the investigation
of systems will reveal regular-ities of organization- which-can serve asr4nterdisciplinary

laws capable of uni-fying the diverse areas of human knowledge.
This viewpoint

was articulated byLudwig von Bertalanffy.when
he :ailed for,:

....a hypothetic.deductive system of those prin-
-

ciples which follow from the definitionbf.sys-tem.and by the introduction of more or less
special .conditi-ons. In thiS sense, systemS
theory As a priori and independent of-its,inr
terpretation in terms of empirical,phenomena,

. but is applicable-to all
empirical, realms con-

- cerned with systems. Its'positj.on is'similar4
tcr_.that,.for example of probability theory,which is in itself a formal mathematical doc-trine but which can beapplied,-by wayof
Tirical interpretation of Lts terms, to differ-ent 4elds, from games te therodynathics,

,to
bird ogical and medical experimentation, to genet-ics, to.11fe insurance statistics. And. so on.l3

The search for a general systems theory has proceeded
along two.complementary

paths:-(a).the attempt to identify general phenomena which are common to many
different - disciplines and to model such phenomena and (b) the attempt to model
basic units of behavior in different

fields-and develop a hierarchy among the
Various systeMs based on differences in complexity of organization.

14

0

ZeCend-, there have. been the somewhat less ambitious attempts by systems
scientists' utilizing logic, mathematics,

statistics, and computer modeling tech-niques to investighte the organization and,behavior of various systems. Accord-
::ing to them a systems -theory is compOsed of a).a set of objects or events, ei,1.) a set of relationships, Rij,* such that eiRijeifor all i and-j within the sys-tem, and c) a calculus

or operation for manipOnting
or drawing implications fromthe'system. The ei- are locial rather than empirical vi:riables. The Rij may bebased on logical operators ('3 x, x y or-variables x and y),-mathematical'

operators (y ax4 b), set operators (x gy) or any other formalkzeil
(consistimt.,

t)

loi4Tet..4....iN.4.io.d.."K?io.. ,---css..:++ to.la "...;-'014..., 41-41.1.)....,""t +1'
vepV.1.4.,
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anaclosed) set of relationship's.
Traditionally one of three sets of assumption

iSpade in regard to the operations of such a-system. First4, we may assume that
it operates as 4 state determined system (i.e. we can predict almost exactly the

!next state of the system from the last state of the system). Secon,- we may as-N.
. .sume that it-operates asa Markov 'System (i.e. we can say,that if the system is

0in a certain state now it will go to. one of several
possible states next, and

determine the relative _probability of it going to each of these other states).
Third,Ywe may assume that it,operdtes as a self organizing system (i.e.- we can
'say that t-alters its nature. from moment to moment, so chat a Matrix which iS.

.correct f describing its behavior at one moment is inadequate at the next).
This definition of a systefir is siMilai to 'that of a theory in the ;tradi-

tionaltjonal deductionist paradigm. The difference between aystem and a theory -

rest- a_notAn,whattheyare but in how they- come to he and the:standards,by which
.

they are judged. Systems scientists according 'to Eugene Meehan search-for'pat-,

terns oforganization which ire "created" for rather than discovered in
nOmena".

16
Because such an approach implies there ks,no on right way of organ-

iztng reality, the usefulneSs of a specific organizational pattern is dependent :
.upon the purposes of inquiry: Two general purposes-of systems inquiry are
identified by Meehan.

-What purpose can knowledge of Organied.ex--
perience serve? Here I suggestxthat we define
purpose_in terms of twb fundamental human needs
or requirements. First, the need to'anticipate
future events so that behavior can be ad4ted.to
them; second, the need to be able to control
future events so that man can become something
more than a_sermfle.prisoner of natural forces.l7

Systems scientists thus form theories by developing formal patterns of systems,
structures, functions and processes that can be ,overlaid on the empirical world._

If the pattern fits the phenomena it serves as a guide for anticipating and con-:.
trolling the events which fall within that pattern. Such an approach assumes no
empirical'or-natural systems. In the systems paradigm, general and necessary pro-
positions are assumed to belong to the logical rather than the empirical world.
They may be used to develop warranted expectations about the empirical world only
if'there is some justification for assuming isomorphism between an empirical sit-
dation and the logical system.

18

Following from
I

esthe assumptions is a very specific method of inquiry. 'Sys.=o
terns scientists beeln with a. focus or purpose of inquiry. Having identified the

;44-lenivitt4up1t4 4;.4.?, Loylejiwri.:471,..j.to-s."4-444."rtr.a.....e4.40-:+1, 4,,rof I
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purpose of the inquiry they defingthe boundaries of the system under tonsidera-

tion. Next, they attempt to abstract from the complexity of empirical phenomena t

those functionai-interdependencies which.preserve the chara4ei of the system.

They, next posit a formal- pattern of relationships and at least one operation on

those relationships in order to generate logical.entailment., The variables of

the formal calculus and its operation form an explanatory system for the phe-

nomena. Modeling systems in this manner has been useful in both the natural and

behavioral sciences for the anticipation and control of phenomena

While general' systems analyststandsystems scientists pay disagree in re-
.

gard to the ultimatesgoals of the systems perspective, they are in basic agree,
ft ft.

ment on the methods to be emploYed and the types of theory to be constructed.

From a systemg perspective the orderly development of human communication

theory wolild proceed by- modeling the.potential and real organizational patterns

of communication systems and determining their utility and the empirical condi-tw
tions which would have to exist for the model.to hold. The model is then gm-,.
ploye8 as a warrant for developing expectatiOns about observable phenomena givbn

the purposes of the inquiry. By treating lawful regularities- 6s principles of

logically conceived systems.and eAluating such regularities in termsof their.
. -

utility rather than their truth value, the systems perspective provides both a

flexible and rigorous method of invention and judgment. Such an approach to
4=6,

theory construction places greater emphasis upon explanation and control than
.

prediction.

The Systems and laws perspectivellave much in common... The focus of the

systems perspective on matching abstract models to observables and discovering

the operations of systeMs falls comfortably within the .conventional and natural

'necessity traditions of the laws perspectives. But alas, the divergences diverge

much more than the coincidences coincide. The systems perspective differs froth

the laws-perspective in-that it extends the legitimate range of scientific inven-

tion and judgment from existing regularities and their truth value to logically

cbnceivable regularities and their usefulness.

Rules Perspective . /

Rules systems is a perspective which has generated more staunch advo-
.

a

cates than theoretic empirical research. Two 'reasons for this imbalance seem

probable. First, the concept rule can be used in a variety of ways and only re--
cently have we become aware of the implications of its many meaaings. This

awareness has led researchers to begin to untangle its many theoretic usages.
19

Second, in many cases the investigation of rules required the modification of

- -._-.....,.-
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or development of new methods of theory ,construction.
N

Both of these problems

-
have only recently been.resulved in such a manner allowing theoretic research'.. .

programs to develop. At least three such programs are apparent in the litera-

ture.
//,

First, there are efforts by linguists'in theChomskyan tradition to explore
.

the concept 4 grammatical rules. Linguists have long observed that native
.-

speakers on the basis of any arbitrary set of experiences with their language,
;

gained access to the full set of'sentences.in the language. This observation

led Chomsky to,hypothesiit-the itesence of a grammar or set, of 'rules froni which
21 '--

the language can be derivedte Put another

way

way,, if the sentences of a language
.

-.,
are related in such a ay that they are deriVable from a grammatiCal rules

then we can understand how ft is poss ible for a speaker of a language to have

_ access to a repertoire Of, sentences which gs.beyond his experiences.

In attempting to research Chomsky's hypothesis and turn it into a theory,

lingLists were confronted wits a problem. The prominent linguistic approach to

theory construction focused on how to specify relationships which wilf-demon7

strate why the occurence of.some even t is necessary. The notion-of event has

meaning only within those universes of discourse in, Which motion.occurso and
-N. I. 3,...

motion is possible only within a universe of,.discourse Firich has some temporal; .
.

order.
22

- Chomsky's hypothesis involves no.eiaifil regarding temporal order. It
. ::

,

only makes a claim about the existence of an object (e grammar)
..

and'its power.
.,/

The weak claim of such a theory would be that objects (a set of rules) exist

and the stronger claim would outline the structure of such objects. Such a

e

theory raises a second theoretical, problem concerning the specification cf a

relationship will-eh demonstrates the existence of an object and anticipates the
.

set of behaviors it makes possible. ,ExiStence and possibility, not motion and
.

necessity, are the focus of inquiry: -

-Linguists--developediradigm for theory., construction in just such

a circumstance. The method of invention they employed is, outlined by Robert
eq .

-Sad4ers and Larry Martin:

...the obvious'test of a linguistic grammar Is
whether that grammar derives all and ,only sen-
tences of- the language.- This -s_riat.an_empiti?
cal question, sines an empilcally'obtained col-

0
'lection.of utterances will be finite (where L is
an unbounded set), and may contain sentences
which are riot in L (given the possibility of
linguistic behaviors which are incoherent).
-Mow consider the general procedure' for construe-

7
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0

4

1,

--'''ling aj,inguistic grammar. Nativi speakers ,

specify a finite set of sentences which they re-
cognize as Sentences of L, and a set.of Rules. is
constructed which derives that'se, of sentencas.
But the output of a set of Rules is unbounded,
so that sentences will be derivedwhich were not0 .

'in the finite sample from which the set of Ruled
was inferied. If.som))of the sentences in that ,w
derived eampAd:aref-jidged not to be in L, the
Ruledwill be amendecin Such away that those

.

sentences rare not deiived.h .

41 -- '
-

ggThe existence and power of such a remar it then assessed in terms of two cri-'

11. 4E!

teria. Sanders -and Martin explain: : ';'''.;* i

. . . , ......

0..'

b...one, ,amendents to44 set ,of arse still-
jetted to the criterion of indesgendelt Motive-

. .

tfpn.. Once a Rule hasleen'Pamaded '67 the:basis.,
O of .a speaker's judgments, oneteist'qf the,waild-

lty othet thin the one!'whiWi6rompted the amend-
. went is *vesolved by it as:well:-.: But a seCoAdi
and much stronger, verification procedure arises
from the fact that a set of Rules is .a

0

sis.tent: where.a Rule may be amended solely on .

. of any such amendment on theOfull.setkof:Rules;,'
.,,, -

mechanism: As such, it must 1;e',internafly
con--.-4.

the strength of a speaker's judgments,the'effect/...,,

;

..;IL :14,r-,;, sisK, '''`.-%

,

-

-
1.7

tr

Suth a-method

of the conven

planation and

ous 'fusion of

must be Considered. This means that the'Criter% .
.

-I:m.(3f internal consistency is a check on native
-. .- PA R, 1.speakers judgments.24 . .

.. .

' ..
i:-4 .a,of invention and judgment combines the basic theoretic strategies

. . -. .
i' ''

tional, natural necessity - ..zirld system modeling paxad.in. Thofek

prediCtion Of existence andipossibility is:athieved 6 throuih,p`cigor-
- .

observation and .deductive entailment. The prodlictiveness
. of tual -

:
s. "0-

.an approach 'fo4 locating rulei and establishing theirtexistenteand gcructuri
well documented ithe linguistic.literature.

.

Second, there are the efforts lg analytic philosophers inothe action tradi-.

tion to argue for thepeactical syllogism as a moderfor theory ConstruqtfOnAn

history and the social sciences. Following in the tradition ob Aristotle qhd

such philosophers maintain that human actions 'are prompted by jAtentioni. The
force of intentionseas.an eAplanatory model lies in the fact that agents are- die-

posed to follow rule-governed patte'rns of behavior and such patterns provide' the4

regularities linking the intention to the behavior. Such an explanation of human,

teleological and modeled by the practical sy/logisk. ,Piac-
.

the following form: a) A intends to bring about P,b).A.ctv

bring about P unless he does B, and e) therefore, A sets

behavior is viewed as

tical reasoning takes

eiders that he cannot

2.11.41....14.`47grli **wt. 41....: .
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shimself to do B. According to George Ilenrick v Wright: .

*

...the practical syllogism provides the 'science .--
'4

of man something.,long -missing frills' 4eir meth; .2. rodology: -an explanation model in its owti right
- .o . I.

s

'Mlich is a 'definite alternative to the substMP-
tion=theoretic Covering' law,mode1.2:5 . . f..--

. ,..,

Philosophers of auction defend this claim by identifying the powers of the g'ener-
ative" mechanism called man) -relating those powers to patterns (Of obserAble.4.', W I . .-', behavior, and then arguing that such a relationship is neither. logically nor .'1.

.
:,...

causally determined. Such patterns afe said to have pra'41.641 force., -f:..' - . - I' ifutilapn beings according to action theorists. have the power to.-act - -they can
do things?. Following in. a yntiate tradition they argue that human perception A

*
.and thought Mutt -bey,iewed as activities Menperform--things they,dat Sensory..-

.1 * .- stimuli are organiied into. spa tial,pavtterns. ins accordance with a rule. Neither..
$4_ .-

experience nor thought canbe understoo d' as somethiktti ;hat happens to us but.

z...---

.. .

-.-. only as activities we' undertake in accOrdancewith rdes., 26. Following "in an. .
...,Aristotelian tradition action theorisrs argue that another thing that man can4. '4.. .

do* is .i.teretisonally 'interfere pith the course .ofk'nature b3; malli4 a cause hap-.. - ....-..
is% . r

r
. 't - N. i la. pen or ky, preveneift4a cause from hapilening in order to bring about-certain con-.-Le... Ai V 27 "0".

I . , ,
.: .;:seqtle'nees. The exerciSeAo.csuch. powers aje teleolo.gical.' Teleological be-,- . e".-

., tls; - 3 . .--. --yhaviors have two parts. The:fir:It ecorksists .of ari inner "Pait* or' intention, rt5oteeI. 2
,,7 .At/,

4in. Dieviousdicperience. The second consists of an alter part which has4".Ewrir..,als*-k .14

'at

...
. .

..,-pects: 'a muscular 'activity (i.e. the interfering vkith alcause in 12ature) and- i. . .., I ..
the consequences which ensue.from that. interference. The unity of these twb'4-** ;-, .- .

...., * ---e.. _ .outer aspects in a teleological' explanation consists in-their subsumption under '. -- . 0
e 0 .. ..a- conrnon intention. Thd mere citation ,of causal connectledness is insufficient1 , .... ... .- 4 ;H.- .)

. cv explain, "ftellict and control :the regulnrity.- .
,.- The .scheme of. a Pt'S'c tical syklogism.s that ofran inverted teleological eic-.V .

.4.."'planation.. Thebeginhing point in suchan vplanafion is that an actor sets.4

4,himself 'Eo. take some' action. When s...e0 ask' ';whey ") the answer is "in order' to 'bring* .. ;
..., - .abrout B".- -It is assumed that the actor cons'inered the behavioCwe are trying to

.explain!asktreceisary to briOt _about B. Even *if the actor was mistaken'in think-
ing that his -action'woulekring about the desired Consequences it does not in- 40'4.* 4. ..N s ,validate.., the explanation of why he- set:himself to do B. Action 'theorists argue

' that the link be,tween premises and conclusion in practical inference is neitherI * ,logically, entailed nor causally determined.29 'L -ogic-al*entailment is rejected
on the ground that the premises 41 a r.31Ilogism,do not. -with logical

!.

11
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necessity entaia the,axistence of a conclusion to match them. It-is only when
.

an action is hlready, completed and a practical argument is constructed to e4-

plain or justify,it that we have a logically conclusive argument.. The logical

necessity of the practical inference scheme As.anetessity conceived ex post

actu. Causal determining is rejected on the grounds that,one cannot verify
.

the premisds of a practical syllogism independent of its conclusion. It i

therefore necessary to separate eicplanations of causation in nature and'ex-

planations of causation 'in the realm of individual and collebtive action.

Following from these; assumptions is h very specific method of4luuiry., In-
.

vention and jildgment in this system of.inqu,iry functionat two.levels of anal-

ysis simultaneously. First, a teleological e4lanation

'of intentionalistic understanding of'some behavioral

can only be achieved by'lotAterig the actorrsintentiOd's

of action, The basic method ft,r achieVfdg such an u

the method employed by tlle.gpmmatical linguist. W

requires a prior act

unarstanding

d perceived courses

standing is the same as

n such an understanding is

achieved the behavioral data becomes a social fact' amenable" to explanation.

:Second, a researcher in the action. tradition may investigate the interaction Of

social farces (intentions) and natural foiCh._LoAes) in orde4 to obtAin know-

ledge of the best fit betweed the two. Such a method of inquiry combines the

basic theoretic strategies of the laws and systems perspectiv4 facilitating ex-:

planation of human action and expansion of man's/control over the forces of

nature. Expianatifn and' control are achieved thrdugh a, rigorous fusion of ob-

servation and practical inferenCe. The productiveness df.4vch amapproach for

locating rules, identitying 'their existence, structure, andPevaluating their

utility is well.documented in,the historical and"sociat scientific litdrature. .

ft 4
Third,,there have been efforts by cognitive philosophers, psychologists and

neurqphysiologists in the evoluttionary.tradition'to establish a hierarchy of co-

gnitivi functions by exAlcating the various hays in which rules have been em-.,

iloyed to explain human behavior. Following in the tradition of Toulmin, Vygotsky

-and Luria such theorists maintain, that it is an error
r
to

1,..;
commit -ourselves to a

sharp dichotomy between "person" al-W."61-11gs", "actions" and "ceases", or- "rules"

and:"laws". In tadh'case the actualempirical subject metier has an inner rich-

ness and complexity which refaes such over-siciplitations. They argue further,

thht a careful study of the. variety of 345,s in which "rules" are commonly used

to explain human behavior reveals a continuum of progressively more Complex

cognitive functions. finally, tleY_ argue that this new account of rules suggests

V

4 .

.
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..a.method of theory construction which includes both causal and ac'tional concep-
,

tions of human behavior. 30

Theorists inIthe evolutionarytradition begin their cl7lense of these .claims
by explicatingtat leet'ieven different classes of tule behavior ranging fom

.-
the purelYfcausal to the Strictly rational:-

`°

(1) ,Behav-iot-which-happens-ina's-a-xule". A-t alfevei-subsides-th
.

. .

fluenia Patient7'as.a'rule begins to perspire -freely and_ demands fluids. Regu-y.- ,
larity in this- case depends. upon a causal relationship.

. -

. -

,

X2) Regular Behavior. A good Christian regularly goes o-church.- Regular-
,

ity.in this case is destriptive of a habit.

(3) Rule,Governed -Behavior'. Children's_games and culturally determined.

ritUals are examples. Regularity in this case is internally guided by a.very
loose set of rules whiClv"allow

individual variations.
(4) Rae Confirming Behavior: Language is the best example. Regularity.

in this case is highly normativeand-the
behavior is either Correct ox incor-b

(S) Rule Vollowing Behaviot. One example would be
reasoning,or-calculating-

. a means to an end. Regularity in this case is detedined,by
functional-efficiency.

(6 'Rule Applying Behavior. The application of the rules of scientific
inquiry-in-solving ja-prOVI6M is an example. Regularity in th-ix-caSe follows
from-the application of systematic sets of.rules to a problem.

(7 -) Rule-Reflective Behavior. .Doing a mathematical transformation or
evaluating different methods of inquiry are examples. Regularity, in this case
follows from the 'critical evalvation,cf rule applying behavior.3 1
* "This st:4iatification of rules behavior has several very. significant

it ,is important to note that such examples can be ordered on a continuum
which, re'veals progressively greater orders-of .complexity.

While'researchers for
-the purposes of inquity might want to explore one-of the clasSes of rule behavior,
any complete theory of human behavior must.be rich 1,nough to includeail stages'
without blurring the differences betsfmen:each. The internal structure of such
a scientific theory will take the form of a stratified"sequenner of Secondary,
necessary conditiona which presuppose that the addition of primary necessoy cone,
ditions will move the theory up a level of complexity. 32

Theories can thus be
devq.oped at each stage of complexity.. Explanation, prediction and control at
any one stage will not be in competition with those developed at another stage
because they presuppose a different level ofcomplexity. 33

Experience wth,rules

3
.a

i. =V
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behaviors
o
at one stagebecomes

aprerenuisite for learning rule patternsvof be-
havior at subsequent stages. Tracgs of rule patterns learned at one stage sur-,
vive in recognizable form at more advanced stages. It therefore becomes neces-
Sary to identify

the thresholds of behavior which must be reached before one
is ready to_ move to the next stage, distinguish be'tween alternative learning
-pathways and understand-the-

consequences which flow from each pathway. Each of---these pathways canthen becviewed aralternative processes of adaptation which
-1a-re more or less successful.' Thus, Occluding the first stage, this taxonomy
of rule relevant bWaVior

turns `quite rapidly into a taxonomy of more or less
complex cognitive functions and behavioral adaptation. 34.

.v -,

A. Very Spetific.Method of inquity"followS-fronithis discussion. EvotUton-:
.

unit
,. Q .-arl,theoristsl,egin by analyizinea given of behavior in'order to discover-

how such behaviors'are
acquired'. 'Thiawill lead in tbrn to the:invention of 11,

. . ,
. .

- 2.,taxonomy 'of functions manifesting increasinvdegreeS of complexity. Theories, .

..`constructed under...such a system would begin With theodescription of a powerful
-- 4nethaniim:Which-manifested increasing degideS Of complex bei.ribk&-. ASeach

-.
. - ..

..- _., complex
e

= .new leVel occurs theories of the relations-involifedQin thlt level woulebeotonr.
. .- ,,.

structed. 'Velpication within such theories-woUld employ` the' basic pioCedures
. ..

:

.
.

of the laws, systeris, and rules perspective*s.
The,,ptoductiVefiels of such an ap-proach- --i

litoach for locating rules, identifying their structure and,evaluating their util.z'
.,

ity-is well decumentei in the language "-acquisition Literature. .

---.-
. ,1%thile limitations of time. a Space'have prevented a comprehensive revieW.of. ,i l.,a

' \all' the positions 'within the rules erspettiye, tur brief stimmary.has revealed\,.

some- important commonalities. fdrst, reflect th,, complex cegnitdve and be-
. 0 _

0, . . .havioral function of Human beings. Whether tiiii:eke a Chomskyan action or evolu7
tionary7aPproaCh, rule behtvidrs'are viewed "as capacities of a powerful michan-

.

...--ism-..n/Mely man. Regularities are thus studied-by explicating the specific powers
.

0'of man which giVe -rise to various types of-hole regularities,.
Seco.nd, ,rules gent.

crate regularities which are different in kind front causal regularities; Whethei---
. 0. . JP . _

these-these -7te-viewed as',Opposing or suPPlimegting,causalforces depends,
AP<

o
, .on the respective-approach

one take's.. While diversity exists contenting this.
.

. . . ,
,

.:issue, ,each apf)roach clearly
consider's rule.regularitieS as not explicable in

solely tadSalteMi and-i:equiring additional. theoretic distindtions.ki
'From a7tu'ies'perspective the orderlyUeVei6Ment

pf.human78Ommunication
theory wouldiftOOded by.explicating tbe powrful,z4hAnismi 1;111.4 give rise to

- 4rule, behaviors and-deterMinIng the logical apd emp irical 'conditions under which

$,....

$,,
)...,

,..

'.1
'..
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each type of rule regularity might be expected. Additional theories would then

be developed at each level of rule behavior to account for the regularities in-
,

volved, These theories would then be employed as warrants for developing ex-

pectations about obsertrable behavior.

The rules perspective has much in common, with the laws and systems perspec-

tive. The focus of the rules perspective on modeling a powerful mechanism and

indicating the various levels of regularity that follow from it fits Comfortably

within the mathematical modeling, conventional, natural necessity and logical

positivists procedures for developing theory. But one again the differences

differ more-radically_ than the coincidences coincide. The rules perspective

differs from the laws, and systeMs perspectives in that.it extends the legitimate

range of scientific invention from causal to practiCal regularities and focuses

attention on the manner in which such regularities manifest increasinglevels
.

of complexity. The rules perspective also differs from the laws and systems

perspectives because of differences in juagment procedures employed. Regular-

ities-observed-imterms-of-constah conjunction-alId-utility gain a new dimen-

sion by being judged zin terms of their practical force and success in leadingto

new levels of complexity.

Our brief review of the laws, systems'atIA rules:perspectives has revealed

similiaritie's and differences both within and between perspectives which provide

the. social. scientists with a repertoire of theoretical moves for'exploring human
t _

communiEiTikt-Z10751Fgrfacting viable-thee-0es, We hatie -Tia-xt--to-plIf fheqi. MOVAS

to-use,

A Review of. the Previous Development of the'
:Rules...Perspectiveand Its Appl'icat'ion to

InterWersonal*Comtunication

Our purpose here is to lay the foundation_fordeveIoping a,rules theory of

interpersonal .communication. ' In order to accomplish this task it _i's necessary

_to review the previous development of the rules approach from which the theory

flows. .This discussion will be limited to the work of Cushman and his associ-
.

.

ates on communication rules. This limitation is not.meant to cast doubt on af-

ternative approaches, rather expedience dictates such a strategy. Our survey

will hhve three parts., We will examine the nature of one gene

which givds regularity to the communication priktess. Next, we
0

sub-functions of such a mechanism in order to set interpersona
g

apart from other forms of communication. Finally, we will exp

rative mechanism

will explore the

1 communication.,

lore the-nature,

O

'4;
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function and scope of the mechanism which
generates interpersonal communication

regularities. Thi6 survey will place us in a position to formulate a theory.
which will govern the interpersonal communication process.

Elsewhere we have argued that human communication is most fruitfully.iriew-
ed as a class of human activity whose significance is largely dependent upon.
the existence of consensually shared rules. 35 pour propositions undergrid that
analysis.

(r) TH5E-E5WT6Int, co515ined,and associated action is characteristic o
human behavior.

(2) That the transfer of symbolic information'facilites conjoint, com-
bined and associated behavior.

(3) That the transfer of symbolic information requires the interaction of
sources, messages and receivers guided and governed by communication rules'.

(4)- That-communication-rules-form general and specific patterns which pro-
vide the gr- ound for-a fruitful explanation and description of particular com-b =-
munication transaction.
,

Several implications were drawn from this analysis. Communication- is.view-
,

e4.as the transfer of symbolic information. The function of human communication
is the regulation of consensus in order to coordinate human behLVior. The struc-
ture of human communication'is the code and network rules involved.in regulating
consensus. The process of human communicatioh is the adaptation of the rules in-
volve. .:,consensus to the task at hand. The basic unit of analysis
in such a conceptualization of the communication process-is a standardized usage.

O

We argued that:

..;there exists. systems of rule.soverned symbol
meaning associations which axe relatively per-
sistent because the participants engaged in some",
task have found that system partiEularly useful
for coordinating their activities in'regard to

. that task. We shall term such a system of ap-
propriate choices among alternative interpersonk-
.

meanings a standardized usage.36
The decision to take a standardized usage as our basic unit of analysis requires,
that we determine: (0-the function; purpose, or goal which various levels of .

6

'communication serve, and (2) the systems of standardized content and procedural ,

rules which develop to coordinate tehavior in regard to those goals..

e In a second article we attempted to distinguish the various levels of com-
munAation sYtemsby determining the recurrent tasks within a given culture,
for whichscoordination is 'required,

37
We discovered four such levels. Mass*

-2--
4
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Communication serves to coordinate-human activity in regard to Social_and Culture
-
InstitutionS. Tfle standardLzel_us,a e involved is employed by all persons partici-

pating in 'society. The content and procedural ru s-employed provide information

about social institutions and prescribe the-communication,patterns for social

roles. Organizational communication has as its principle function the ccordin-

ation of human activity in regard to productioriT.---Tke-standardized usage is em-

ployed by all persons who contribute to the production of an organization. The

'content and procedural rule's employed provide information ahout objectS-Ot--.-pro-

duction and prescribe the communication patterns for organizational roJ.es. Group

Commu--icationcoordinates human activities- with. common interests. The-standard-
, -

iied usage is employed by all persons who voluntarily hold -that interest. The

content and procedural rules employed provide' information about the interest in

volved and prescribe the cothintiniatiVia vatterns for group roles. Interpersonal

Communication has as its prinCiple gal the coordination of human activity in re-,

gprd to the development, presentation, and validation of individual self-concepts.

If an self - concept is viewed-as the informaLionle has regarding_his_

relationship to objects or others, then the development, presentation and valida-
.

tiori Of an individual's self - concept will take the form of descriptions, asserr

tions and denials regarding an individual's relationship to objects or others,
. -

The standardized ,usage employed is person specific. the content and procedural

rules employed provide information regarding an individual's relationship to'ob-,
.

jects pi persons and prescribe the communication Tatterns appropriate for inter-

personal rdles.
38

.

This stratification of communication by systems levels has several-impontant

implications. Each systems level has its own mechanism for generating communica,
??,,' f

-tion'iegulafities. Such regularities are termed a standardized usage and consist

of the synamic networks of partial and complete consensus which organize and di-

rect behavior. A standardized usage is learned through a process of role-taking.

If role-takirig is the-central mechahism for the' learning of content and procedural

rules at each systems level, then it is poSsibie to measure an individual's

quisition of a standaidized usage by either asking the individual what he is ex-
C

pected to dO'or by reports of individuals who observe his use of the standardized

usage. Such a measure along with knowledge of the generative mechanism should

allow us to develop a theory of communication for that level. A-theory at 'ono',
- A

systems level will hot be in competition with a theory at another level bedause

they will-presuppose different generative mechanisms,while researchers may wish

0



to develop a theory at one or_more-of the_ systems leve1s,any complete...theory_
ofCommunication must be capable of accounting for all the systems levels with-
out.,blyrring the diZference,between each level.

"Humen Action, Self-Concept and.Cybernetics" becaMe the fd.Cus of a third
article aimed atexplicating the central features of the mechanism which gave
regularity to our interpersonal communication processes.

39
-We.begamby noting

that to ascribe-action to a person implies that:
(1)'a-certain state of-affairs

came"into existence, P2) the individual intended this'atate of affairs; and (3)
`artiTls_werp in part Instrumentllin

me argued thatany explanation
of human action will require,an understanding of

the actor's view-of his relationship
to those objects he deerp relevant to his

'actions. We suggested that the self-concept and-the processes it involves. - would
provide knowledge "concerning the objects the actor considers relevant to his
actions. The self-concept 'is viewed as an organized set of rules which - defines
the relationship' -Of-objects-to-the

individual and governs and directs his-action.
These'rules prescribe that in circumstance x$ some act y is appropriate. We ar-
gued further that theri'are-two ,basic ways that awarenes§ of such relationshipzrt

can be obtained: (-1) inductively fEhrough the observation or testimony of oth
and(2) deductively from previdusly-existing rules. Finally$me argued, that the
elf-concept served as the coordinator and irritator of a positive and negative
feedback systems thargovernb goal-seeking and systemicichange4 PositiVe and
negative feedbatk are esoential

.

to an understanding of how an actor can, construct,
organi7P. and reconstruct his plans for action'in the vary processiofeacting.

Several important implications follow from this analysis.. The.self-concept
is Viewedqp a reliosi'3ry of rules indicating what a given, individual wants and
how he thinks he can satisfy his wants. Practical reasonin engaged in, by the
'actor gives practical force tohia%ehaviof._ Since this asoning governs andg f-guides 4the_individkol's- aqtion-s we might-attempt to measur it's logical struc?*,
ture by asking the Aldividual why he chosd a particular beha or or by obsdrving
repar.ted-instances of his behavior. Some -of the ,rules' e up the self-
concept will be'backed by

coniid_exable_exper,ience-and7as-such"wal-be-relativet)
4stable while,othera will be backed -by limitedexperienCe and -thus take on a more

tenative form.

In this brief review, we, have.examined the human communication process in
-order to determine what-mechanism gave it regularity. Our answer is coOmunica7
tion will. function to ihgulate consensus in regard to the structure of code and

rt
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network rules whenever individuals are interdependent.in regard to some.tbsk.

Second, we have _examined the recurrent tasks within a_given culture for which
.

coordination is required in order tc locate the mechanisms, which, generate commun-

ication regularities. Our analysis revealed that mass communication is regulated

-bysoCial and cultural institutions, organizational communication is regulated-11Y

production, group communication is regulated by common interests -and interpersonal

communication is regulated by_the development, presentation and validation of in-
.

dividual self-concepts. Finally, we examined the mechanism which gave regularity_
to the interpertonal Communication process in order,to determine its nature func.,!,

tion and scope. Our investigation revealed that the se -con

.set of rules which direct human action-through a cybernetic feedback system. We

are now in a Tosition to utilize the proceeding analysis to formulate a theory--
'of .interpersonal communicatiop.

An'Outline of a Theory of Inter erftonal
Communication

Our task is to develop a rules theory of interpersonal communication. The

theory will be developed in two stages. first, we Will develop a roles paradigm

"'for locating the exact structure of an individual's self-concepek Second, we

Mill then employ the self-concept as a generative mechanism for outlining a.

tfidory.of message Contents'; interpersonal relationships, and communication

styles.
_-

Role-taking according to George Herbert Mead is the "essence of intelligence"

y.
40and the central derNhism . in the development of mind, self and societ, -J. Role

is conceptually defined as a socially prescribed way'of behaying in particular

sitdationS Lor any person occupying a given position: A role represents_ what a

person is suppose to do in a gLen situation by virtue of the pOsition he holds.

Role-taking is.the process whereby an individual imaginatively constructs the

attitude's and expectations ushers have for him when'he assumes a given -role; this
,

'a lows to predict others behaviors towards hith,tdien he occupids the role,. -We

will distinguish four levels of role-taLing. 41 Basic 'role,takine is theprocess

whereby ran_Indluidual_im4,41nallyely coristrucs the attitude and expectations of

ot6 hersjoWards his position and- is con,equertIy able to anticipate and respond

to the roles of others. Reflective role-.takitlg is the evaluation of various role

'requirements in regard to an individual's personal likes. and dislikes. Appropri-
-

ative-rofe-takinq entails an- individual's evaluation of some aspect of a role

positively and makes it a permanent part of Lis personality or self- concept. For

J.% 11-.....41 : 1,et ;4a . i.440;.11
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example, an individual maybe a delzator and find that helikes one aspect of the
tol,--namely, the

aggrestive-tegfifig-Of argumentS. He may then make 'that .aspectof the role a permanent part-of his personality. This means that even when heleaves the role, he will take the Opportunity to exercise that aspect of his per-
4

sonaltiy whenever the. occasion
ariSes../Appropriativd characteristics are person-

.

dependent-and not role dependent. They aretfiat set of- characteristics one mani-.

fests across roles. Synesic role-taking 'occurs when a'person
can..separate some

qthar__individdr-ft6E-his roles and responds to him as a self. ---_,,,___.

tThe stratification-of
role-taking by

awareness. -levels has, several important-------implications. Basic, .reflective,
-aaprOpriative-litid-Synesic role-taking represent.

progressively-greater-5iders of communication awareness. Communication. aware -. .ness enables individuals
to comprehend the

standardized usage characteristic ofother.roles. Experience In cuing, listening, andnegotiatiiig consensus on Mean-, iniS at.oneleVel of role-taking paV,es the way 'for, the development of communica-0etion learning ac subsequent levels,. Basic and .reflective
tole-taking are process-

.

es:one -employs to learn and evaluate previously established roles and their stand-.ardized usages. These two levels of role-taking presuppose the - existence of mech-anisms other than the
individual:to generate such roles. .Basic and reflective4

..-role-taking are thus restricted to the mass, organiza nal and group levels, of,-
communicaEion_systems. Appropriative and ;'Sfliesic r e-takinere processes one_employs to

deVelop-,--Present and validate individual roles and their standardized'usages These tub-levels
of---Vole-taking-p_resuppose -the existence of a self-cop-._cept as- the mechanism

generating roles.
Appropriate and-synesic rote-taking are;;thus restricted to the interpersoLl

levels oi
communicati:on'svStems.

It is our belief that the interpersonal
levels of sroie-taking can be 'validand reliably measured by the Twenty Questions
Statement Test. 42 This test canbe made out either by an individual

actor- or any group of people who observe anindividual's actions. The. Te4nACItiestions Statement Test asks one to respond tothe statement-ul-Tmr-7 or-x is P with twenty descriptive terrors. If onewere asked to fill this quest ionaire oUt on himself o; another in a variety'i,-

-

specified roles.(i.e. rather, teacher, friend,.ieCE.Y, then thosedescriptive
term-which manifest themselves again :01 again across role positionsll define'the total individual's

apprapriarive and Synesic
qtialities--his-selftoncept._ Re-

.

searchers can then employ the methods of invention and judgment'developed 'by thelinguists in the
- rules tia44.tion to locatt: a set of appropriAtive-and

synesic. qual-ities which gemtrateal!f-and
oaly those

role'characterisEics manifested by a

2 YJ
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given individual as self.

43
An individual's self-concept is thus op4.ationalized

as-that set -of. appropriativeandsynesic qualities-which an individual manifest

across roles and which_others use to identify the individual as a self.

Once we locate atgiven set of appropriative and synesic qualities we can

then treat those qualities as the generative mechanfSm for explaining, predicting

and controlling the individual's interpersonal communication patterns. This can

he accomplished by developing Categories of message contents, interpersonal rela-

tionships and cormnunication-styles which-are tautological with the set of appro..,

priative and synesic quarlties. Our distinctions will be the same as the approT

priatfve and synesic qualitie's of role-taking, but our subject matter will be aom-

unication behaviors., Allow me to illustrate our move. Let a set of valid and

reliable appropriative and.synesic c arac etistits -f-or- Don-Cushm n be

-

1. ,Don Cushman is aggressive. --
2. Don,Cushman is organized.
3., Don Cushman is arrogant.
4. DcallCushmarods' interesting.
5. Don Cushman is thoughtful.'

- 6., Don Cushman is helpful.
T v

Let the first three qualities be appropriative and the last three synesic. Now

-we can array the complete paradigm for classifying interpersonal communication,

and systematically evaluate it. ,
'

-

Role Qualities- Content* Relationships -Styles ,

. Risk Disc.
--; ,

-I, ApPropriattve eans Eri1 . Dependent Manipulative L- IL.

2. Synesic Other Oriented -Interdependent, Open II 11

Turning to the message levels, Ire are suggesting that a content aNtysis
4.

of Don Cushmanrs interpersonal messages will -reflect two.p'yimary classes of.sate-,

meets, means-ends `statements and other - oriented statements. Means ends statements

will take the form of assertions of aggressivenes, organization, and arrogande

thus reflecting Dun Cushman's appropciative qualities.. Other oriented statements

will take the form of assertions that Don Cushman can see things from the other's

point of view'4nd will manifest his synesic qualities of being interesting, thought-
.

[0-and helpful. A Content analysis of Don Cushman'as messages should reveal this

,,pattern of statements as the principle configuation in his interpersonal communi-
-N
ca tv.on.

awning to. interpersonal relationships, we are suggesting that an interaction *

N, , .

analysis of,pon Cushman",s communication will reveal that he manifests dependent
\, , -

, .

aml interdepen ent relationships of a particular form. Dependent relationships
.

. will be formed wi people who will allow Don Cushman to be..4gressive, organized,
1.,

Sr Cry i--0:.7::±.71V.T.i .rAar..4orn
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'and arrogant.

Interdependent relationships will be formed with people who allow .'

. .

CushMiii-E6-he-tmterest-ing-,-;-thoughtfu.4._and helpful.- Any given relationships must
ref-lect -ether-or-both--sets-of quaLities..

Turning to communication styles, we are suggesting that Don Cushman's habit- .ual interaction styles will manifest these same quarities...We shall operational-
ly define style in terms of risk

and .dig-Mgrite77-Itisk-refars-_t_o_hPw a communi- -
cator limits others' responses to his messages. A-low risk statement is exempli
fled by "its a nice-cray, isn't it?". The communicator minimizes personal risk by tik.r
selecting impersonal topics and structuring his statements in-a manner that ell,
cit responses acceptable to him. A high risk statement is exemplified by "what
do you think?". ,Such.a statement-fails to prescribe Acceptable responses and

thence increases the risk from anknoWn
responses...pisclosure is employed in the.

traditional-sense_Of the-term..,Lowdisclosurevill be that communigatjon inter-
change in which a minimal amount of information

self-concept is is exchanged. Aligh disclosure occurs when information
is-exchanged-

which'-reveals the-structure-Of the communicators' self-concept. A risk and dis-.
.

clo'sure. analysis of Do dirghman''s--hab4aal interaction styles will, reflect that -hens ws both'the manipulative and open-Styles to.manifest'iiis self con-
opt. A manipulative

cormilanication style is characterized by:high disclosure
and low-.risk messages and will allow Cashman

to`Manipulate-others in. such a man-,

ner as to` manifest 11,41.S
aggressivenss, organization, and arrogance. -An--open

style is-characterized by high risk and high disclosure 'messages and-mill allow.
:Cushman to be open to otheis'zind to manifest his-interest in, Ehough'tfulness of', 4

*.11
and-helpfulness co others.

if our analysis.,is correct and the- geldoncept can be iriewed as the gen-
erative meahaniSM which gives regularity to the

interpersonalcommunication-pr6=-
besses we should have four measures of that mechanisMs functioning and the tom-, .

-munication reguLarities which it gene'rates. If our analysis is incorrect we must
begin, anew the search

fora,generat-ive mechanism for interpersonal communication.
We must aw;iit the CestirDony of further reseasch in order 16provide a final evalu-
ation of our rules theory 'Of interperschA communication.- If our analysis is
'validated then*we will have a theory of interpersonal communication which is no

or weaker than the rules perspective, itself. .
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